Dear all Passingers in the Deadly Climate Train.

2014-6-21

There is a possibility of the salvation.,however,nothing scientists
declaration on deadly climate facts has been intercepting.
In the climate scientist world,there has substantially been a desperate ruling by silent.
That is,no possibility of salvation on the climate collapse which has been becoming more
visible for everyone day by day.In fact,there had been tremendous debates on climate
change,but nothing substantial effective implementations against climate collapse in the
world at now.The now world has substantially been entirely business as usual.
However,due to recent authors research,the fact is revealed upside down..
First of all,diagnosis on the climate by the IPCC has many fatal failures.
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
And also salvation technology such as Arctic Cooling and Less Carbon Energy Life is
highly possible.Those evidences would be confirmed following webpages.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pd

<<Now those webpages may be incomplete due to inability of author,however which could
be improved by all of you !!!>
Ceratainly those actual impelentation would be outrageously tough works!!!,
however coming climate hell world is far more outrageously cruel than anything
else !!!!!. Now massive people has been neglecting decisive fatal fact of the latter by
massive strong and synchronous delusion in ensemble by temporal prosperity(but now
decaying)and by frequent local disputes in the massive oil consumption civilization.
This is nothing, but insidious global conspiracy toward mass extinction(operation
EndGame)by the minor global haughty oligarchy who has been worry only on
conserving now regime of own global hegemony.
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.
....Fumimaro Konoe,Japanese imperial family at the war time
Those who follow heavenly intention do politics by righteous,while who against do
politics by forcing.....<Mozi, ancient Chinese philosopher and strategist>.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation End Game.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
The holy scripture has been warning injustice of mankind for thousands years in order to
realize massive peoples repentance toward righteous..Now era is certainly nothing,but
the final judgment !!!.
Note author will not intend to express own opinion,.but revelated messages derived by
scientifical methods and by the holy scripture.At least,he has been trying to do so,because
an opinion sometimes could not be true.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-upside-down-WEST-propaganda-world.pdf
Thereby your task is to

confirm the facts and make plan for the co-operational

actions.

PS:By the rightists radical in USA,the false flag wars has been accelerating as deadly idling
global policy actions go on in order to hide the imminent inconvenient facts.
The deadly idling global policy actions has been entirely consuming

extremely precious times for the emergent salvation !!! .
Recent Ukraine had gained some stability,while the Middle East once again is going to fire ,which
is entirely conspiracy at all by the

desperate rightists radical in USA.It is none,but the

American who could intercept the unrighteous and change the deadly world.If the American
wish,author will do anything he could.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/us-sponsored-terrorism-in-iraq-and-constructive-chaos-in-the-midd
le-east/5387653
Al’Qaida now has been marching with massacring inhabitants in Iraqi, who the monster
were made and supported by USA<Japanese>.
http://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/201406140001/

